
The presentation of rich museum holdings through exhibitions is a continuous activity of the Ethnographic Museum in Zagreb and it started as early as 1925, when some exhibits of traditional handicrafts were presented at the World’s Fair of Decorative Arts in Paris. Numerous exhibitions organized exclusively by the museum or in cooperation with other related museums, institutions and interested individuals, have presented ethnographic objects either thematically or monographically, and included all the aspects of folk life.

At the numerous exhibitions, the museum visitors were given the opportunity to experience national, but also European and non-European folk heritage. By presenting countries from all the continents and organizing our exhibitions abroad, we have introduced our visitors to the diversities of different cultures. Cooperation with institutions outside Croatia has resulted in many guest exhibitions.

Besides the exhibited ethnographic material in the Museum itself, different ethnographic objects have found their place in the shop windows of bookstores and tourist centers, nursery homes, schools, homes for retired people and, therefore, were brought closer to the general public.

In the 85 years of its existence, the Ethnographic Museum has organized more than 500 exhibitions, exhibiting both material and intangible heritage of these regions.

The Museum remained active even during the Homeland War.

In the last ten years, the Museum has been actively participating at international exhibitions of folk customs. The Museum received many awards which confirmed the quality and expertise of its work. Besides Museum experts, many associates and experts from various disciplines are taking part in staging of an exhibition. The result is always high-quality artistic design, modern catalogue, posters...
The exhibitions are also accompanied by related workshops, lectures and events. Exhibitions presented in this paper were organized from 1999 – 2005.

1999

EASTER EGGS FROM UKRAINE AND CROATIA, Heffer Collection, March 22 – April 20
Exhibition thematically related to the celebration of Easter.
Author of the exhibition: Josip Barlek, senior curator

FROM HEAD TO TOE, April 16 – May 18
A didactic exhibition staged for the occasion of the International Museum Day. It presented children’s clothing, from traditional to contemporary.
Author of the exhibition: Željka Jelavić, curator

COLORFUL BARANJA, April 20 – December 21
The exhibition presented the folk costumes of the Croats from Baranja, from everyday to festive clothing through all the stages of the life cycle – from birth to death.
Author of the exhibition: Nadja Maglica, senior curator

80TH ANNIVERSARY OF ETHNOGRAPHIC MUSEUM IN ZAGREB, October 21 – January 30
The exhibition staged for the celebration of the 80th anniversary of the Ethnographic Museum in Zagreb presented the history and development of the Museum through available documentation and photographs. The exhibition was accompanied by a scientific conference organized to mark the anniversary.
Author of the exhibition: Nerina Eckhel, curator

THE BETHLEHEM OF ZAGORJE, December 15 – January 20
The exhibition presented Christmas customs typical for the region of Hrvatsko Zagorje. It covered the period from St. Nicholas’ Day, through St. Lucy’s Day and Christmas Day to Epiphany. The emphasis was placed on the mangers and the stars.
Author of the exhibition: Josip Barlek, senior curator

Guest exhibitions and co-operation

FROM HEAD TO TOE, Pazin, June 2 – June 27
The exhibition was also staged in the Ethnographic Museum in Pazin and it presented children’s clothing, from traditional to contemporary.
Author of the exhibition: Željka Jelavić, curator
LACE, Lepoglava, September 27 – October 3
In cooperation with the Tourist Office of the town of Lepoglava, and on the occasion of Lepoglava Lace Festival, the Museum organized an exhibition of Pag, Hvar and Lepoglava lace.
Author of the exhibition: Nerina Eckhel, curator

CROATIAN CHRISTMAS CUSTOMS
Hamburg, November 19, 1999 – January 20, 2000
The exhibition was staged in the Museum für Völkerkunde, Hamburg, Germany, as part of the international exhibition of mangers. The exhibition aimed at presenting traditional Christmas customs from all over Croatia, covering the period from the beginning of Advent to Epiphany. Besides Christmas mangers, the Museum exhibited various traditional Christmas decorations.
Author of the exhibition: Josip Barlek, senior curator

CENTO PRESEPI, the exhibition of 100 mangers, Rome,
December 3, 1999 – January 23, 2000
International exhibition of Christmas mangers is traditionally organized in Rome every year. The Museum made a selection of the mangers to be exhibited at the Salla del Bramante, and seven were chosen in different materials and design techniques.
Author of the exhibition: Josip Barlek, senior curator

Guest exhibitions hosted by the Museum

DOMESTICATED LIGHT, June 29 – October 10
The exhibition of the Slovenian Ethnographic Museum, Ljubljana, Slovenia.
The exhibition showed the ethnological overview of the development of domestic light and lighting equipment, in past and present.
Author of the exhibition: Irena Keršić, curator

WHITE SOUL OF BLACK AFRICA May 12 – June 13
The exhibition presented the activities of Croatian Franciscan missionaries in Congo. Besides the material from the Franciscan monastery from the town of Tomislavgrad, some objects from the Museum collection were also presented at the exhibition.

FROM THE TREASURY OF LADO, November 10 – November 30
On the occasion of the 50th anniversary of the folklore ensemble Lado, a commemo- rative exhibition was staged displaying the folk costumes from the ensemble’s treasury.
Authors of the exhibition: Ivan Ivančan & Zvjezdana Antoš, curator
GINGERBREAD SKILLS – GINGERBREAD AND CANDLEMAKING
May 25 – November 5
The exhibition presented traditional skills of making gingerbread products and candles, existing for several centuries in the territory of the Republic of Croatia. The exhibition showed the production techniques and tools as well as the most famous products of these crafts.
Author of the exhibition: M.A. Iris Biškupić-Bašić, senior curator

Guest exhibitions and co-operation

CROATIAN TRADITIONAL CULTURE, Budapest, January 19 – February 21
Under the organization of the Institute of Ethnology and Folklore Research and the Gallery Klovičevi Đvori, the exhibition was staged in Budapest and the museum participated in it with 582 exhibits presenting traditional crafts, textile production, customs... The exhibition covered all the Croatian regions.
Authors of the exhibition: Dr Zorica Vitez, Dr Aleksandra Muraj
Associates: Nerina Eckhel, curator and Vesna Zorić, senior curator

CROATIAN ETHNOGRAPHIC HERITAGE, Zagreb, March 5 – 26
The exhibition was organized at the Art Pavilion in Zagreb. This was the same exhibition which was staged in Budapest, but under a different title: *Croatian traditional culture.*
Authors of the exhibition: Dr Zorica Vitez, Dr Aleksandra Muraj
Associates: Nerina Eckhel, curator, Vesna Zorić, senior curator

TEXTILE HANDICRAFTS, Bjelovar, March 7-20
In co-operation with the Gallery Stari grad from the town of Đurđevac, the exhibition of traditional aprons from Moslavina and Posavina regions was staged at the Museum of the Town of Bjelovar. The Museum participated in this exhibition with photographs.
Author of the exhibition: Edita Hapavel Janković, B.A.

ETHNOGRAPHIC CHILDREN’S BOOK, Zagreb, May 15 – June 5
The exhibition of wooden toys from the museum collection staged in the Children’s centre Radost.
Author of the exhibition: M.A. Željka Jelavić, senior curator

MUMBO-JUMBO II, MILLENNIUM SKETCHES AND NOTES, Zagreb, May 18 – June 18
The exhibition was staged at the Mimara Museum on the occasion of the International Museum Day, and it presented museum objects from different backgrounds. The Museum exhibited 28 objects from Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Congo and Japan.


THE EXHIBITION accompanying the International Folklore Festival, Zagreb, July 19 - 23

As part of the folklore festival an exhibition was staged in the Gallery Klovićevi dvori and the topic were the carnival customs. The Museum exhibited carnival masks from the region of Medimurje.

Selection of masks: Josip Barlek, senior curator

ALTAR LACE, Lepoglava, October 13 – November 5

The Museum participated in the exhibition which was staged as a part of the 4th International Lepoglava Lace Festival and which presented the production of altar lace.

Selection of lace: Nerina Eckhel, curator

TRADITIONAL MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS OF NATIONAL MINORITIES IN CROATIA, Zagreb, November 25 – December 10

The exhibition was staged in Klovićevi dvori – Fortezza Gallery. The museum participated with gusle and dvojnice (types of traditional instruments).

Selection of instruments: Mirjana Randić, museum advisor

COLLECTION OF DOLLS PERINIĆ, Zagreb, December 14 2000 – March 30 2001

A segment of the Perinić Doll Collection was exhibited at the Tourist Information Office at the Zrinjevac square. The exhibited part included dolls dressed in folk costumes which Mr. Perinić, during his life and work in South America, used to get from foreign diplomats as gifts. The dolls originated from all parts of the world.

Selection of dolls and idea: Ivanka Ivkanec, museum advisor

EXHIBITION on Zagreb Christmas Fair, Zagreb Fair, December 15 - 30

On the annual Christmas fair in Zagreb, the Museum exhibited seventeen objects from traditional household inventory and textile.

Author of the exhibition: M.A. Zvjezdana Antoš, senior curator
Cento Presepi, Rome, December 1, 2000 – January 14, 2001
Mangers from Croatia were exhibited in the church of Santa Maria Del Popolo in Rome, as part of the International Exhibition of one Hundred Christmas Mangers, in cooperation with Rivista delle Nazioni.
Selection of mangers: Josip Barlek, senior curator

The exhibition was staged in the Gallery of the Town of Krapina. It covered the period from St. Nicholas’ Day, through St. Lucy’s Day and Christmas Day to Epiphany. Besides the ten exhibited mangers, related photographs were also shown at the exhibition.
Author of the exhibition: Josip Barlek, senior curator

Guest exhibitions hosted by the Museum

Roma Musicians, April 7 – 16
Through an exhibition of photographs taken in Kosovo, the Museum participated in the International Roma Day. The exhibition was organized in co-operation with the Roma Institute in Croatia.

Glass and Light from the North, November 20, 2000 – January 15, 2001
The exhibition presented 11 glass products for everyday use done by the most famous Finn designers.
Organizing and staging of the exhibition: Ortoforma, LTD

Top Collectors – Keepers, November 28, 2000 – February 15, 2001
In cooperation with Radio station Sljeme, the Museum participated in the collection and then presentation of various collectables – from napkins to film cameras. The exhibits belonged to roughly 30 collectors, and the selected items were very old or unique.
The concept of the exhibition: Anamarija Šnajder, journalist, Ivanka Ivkanec, museum advisor

2001

Easter Eggs, March 31 – April 29
The exhibition presented Easter eggs from various region of Croatia, made in different decoration techniques.
Author of the exhibition: Josip Barlek, senior curator
LET’S GET FIT! April 18 – May 18
A smaller exhibition of sports and fitness was staged in celebration of the International Museum Day. Alongside the skies of the famous skier Franjo Bučar (from the holdings of the Museum of Sports), the traditional skies from the Gospić region were also exhibited, together with some photographs linked to different sports.
Coordinator of the project and exhibition: M.A. Željka Jelavić, senior curator

FOLK MEDICINE, November 21, 2001 – September 15, 2002
The exhibition presented traditional approaches to health, illness and healing. It included past and contemporary folk beliefs and customs related to illness and healing practices.
Authors of the exhibition: M.A. Aida Brenko, senior curator; Mirjana Randić, museum advisor

Guest exhibitions and co-operation

BEHIND THE SEVEN DOORS, Zagreb, January 27 – February 17
The exhibition was staged in the Museum Mimara in cooperation with the Folk Costume Manufacturing and Rental Department from Zagreb and it presented the reconstruction of the folk costumes of the region of Imotski. The Museum exhibited the weaving frame.
Selection of exhibits: Nerina Eckhel, curator

CROATIAN TRADITIONAL WINEGROWING, Vukovar, January 22
As part of the festival titled Vinkovo in Vučedol, and in cooperation with the Town Museum of Vukovar, several photographs from the museum archive, showing the tradition of winegrowing were exhibited.
Selection of photographs: M.A. Ivan Šestan, museum advisor

MASKS, Pech, February – March
At the exhibition organized by the Folk Costume Manufacturing and Rental Department from Zagreb at the Museum in the town of Pech, Hungary, the museum participated by exhibiting two masks from museum holdings.
Selection of masks: Josip Barlek, senior curator

CARNIVAL MASKING AND MASKS OF CROATS FROM BARANJA
Mohacs, February 19 – April 23
In cooperation with the Folk Costume Manufacturing and Rental Department from Zagreb and Kanizsai Dorotty from the Museum from the town of Mohach, Hungary, an exhibition was organized presenting carnival customs. The museum participated with several masks from museum holdings.
Selection of masks: Josip Barlek, senior curator
COLLECTION OF DOLLS **PERINIĆ**, Zagreb, April 1 – October 31
The continuation of the exhibition of dolls at the Tourist Information Centre, presenting new exhibits.
Selection of dolls and the concept of the exhibition: Ivanka Ivkanec, museum advisor

**FURNITURE FROM CROATIA**, Ljubljana, April 3 – May 6
The exhibition was organized in the Slovene Ethnographic Museum in Ljubljana. It presented furniture from rural households from different regions of Croatia, exhibited in appropriate ambient settings.
Author of the exhibition: M.A. Zvjezdana Antoš, senior curator

**GINGERBREAD SKILLS – GINGERBREAD AND CANDLEMAKING**
Vukovar, April 24 – May 22
The exhibition was staged in the Castle Eltz in cooperation with the Museum of Vukovar. The exhibition presented traditional skills of making wax products and candles, a tradition existing in Croatia for several centuries.
Author of the exhibition: M.A. Iris Biškupić-Bašić, senior curator

**CROATIAN HARVEST TRADITIONS OF THE 20TH CENTURY**
Zagreb, July 18-27
The exhibition was organized in Klovićevi dvori as part of the International Folklore Festival. The Museum participated with object of household inventory and photographs.
Selection of exhibits: M.A. Zvjezdana Antoš, senior curator

**ETHNOGRAPHIC CHILDREN’S BOOK**, Zagreb, October 4-19
The exhibition of wooden toys was staged in the Children’s centre I. Mažuranić. Baskets for bread and bagels were also exhibited, marking the celebration of the Day of Bread.
Author of the exhibition: M.A. Željka Jelavić, senior curator

**ETHNOGRAPHIC CHILDREN’S BOOK**
Zagreb, October 22 – November 2
The exhibition was staged in the Children’s centre Budućnost and it presented 49 wooden toys.
Author of the exhibition: M.A. Željka Jelavić, senior curator

**COLLECTION OF DOLLS** **PERINIĆ**
Zagreb, November 1, 2001 – June 10, 2002
The continuation of the exhibition of dolls from Mr. Perinić’s collection at the Tourist Information Centre at Zrinjevac.
Selection of new dolls: Ivanka Ivkanec, museum advisor

NATALE A SUTRIO – BORGHI E PRESEPI
Sutrio, November 21, 2001 – March 10, 2002
During the festival Christmas in Sutrio (Northern Italy), the Museum exhibited seven mangers (two from the museum) on several open-air locations, easily accessible to the visitors. The aim of the festival was to show different techniques of making mangers.
Selection of mangers: Josip Barlek, senior curator

Guest exhibitions, hosted by the Museum

PANTA RHEI, March 20 – April 20
In cooperation with the public company Hrvatske šume and on the occasion of celebrating World Water Day, an exhibition of photographs related to the topic of water was staged in the Museum.
Exhibition coordinator: Mirjana Drobina

FOREST, WATER, AIR – SURVIVAL, June 11-16
The exhibition of landscape paintings by Zdenka Krulić and Ivana Lončar - Žan was staged in the Museum to mark the Croatian Forest Day.

FROM MEDALS TO SYMBOLS OF IDENTITY, July 17 – September 16
The exhibition was organized in cooperation with the Ethnographic museum of Istria. The topic of the exhibition was Istrian souvenir and its traditional production and transformation in time.
Authors of the exhibition: Robert Bilić, curator; Sandi Blagonić, curator; Lidija Nikočević, curator; Nevena Škrbić, curator

TOMAGO, August 19 - 28
The exhibition was opened during the 86th World Congress of Esperanto. Mrs Marija Igalo exhibited miniature forms – figures made from dried flower petals and attached to the textile background.

2002

CROATIAN ARCHITECTURAL FORMS, April 17 – May 18
The exhibition was organized to mark the occasion of the International Museum Day and was a part of the didactic project The House. The colored drawings of Croatian
architects from the beginning of the 20th century were exhibited, showing the rural architecture in Croatia from the end of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th century. Selection of drawings: M.A. Zvjezdana Antoš, senior curator

**BELL-SHAPED CLOTHING, November 14, 2002 – March 9, 2003**  
The exhibition aimed at presenting the origin, distribution, developmental phases and duration of the so-called bell-shaped clothing – sewing techniques used in some parts of male and female folk costumes. Some characteristic examples of bell-shaped clothing from Istria were exhibited, from museum holdings and from Istrin museum collections.  
Author of the exhibition: Dr Jelka Radauš – Ribarić

**CROATIAN CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS IN VATICAN**  
Since the museum was one of the coordinating institutions responsible for the production of Christmas ornaments which decorated Christmas trees in Vatican in 2002, the Museum organized, for its visitors, an exhibition of Christmas decorations and a Christmas tree decorated with the above mentioned ornaments.  
Author of the exhibition: M.A. Iris Biškupić – Bašić, senior curator

**Guest exhibitions and cooperation**

**FURNITURE FROM CROATIA, Kittsse, March 16 – September 30**  
The exhibition was staged in the town of Kittsse, in the Austrian region of Gradišće. It presented the furniture from rural households from different regions of Croatia, exhibited in appropriate ambient stagings and displaying regional specificities.  
Author of the exhibition: M.A. Zvjezdana Antoš, senior curator

**COLLECTION OF DOLLS PERINIĆ, Zagreb, June 12 – October 10**  
The continuation of the exhibition of dolls at the Tourist Information Centre at Zrinjevac, with new dolls selected by Ivanka Ivcane, museum advisor.

**TOYS OF THE WORLD, Sintra, June 15 – October 31**  
The museum presented itself with twenty toys from its holdings at the International Exhibition of Toys in Museo de Brinquedo in Sintra, Portugal. The toys originated from the region of Hrvatsko Zagorje.  
Selection of toys: M.A. Iris Biškupić – Bašić, senior curator

**PAG LACE, Rauma, July 16 – August 31**  
The exhibition was staged in the town of Rauma, Finland. The museum presented itself with 65 lace items.  
Authors of the exhibition: Nerina Eckhel, curator; Vesna Zorić, senior curator
FROM PALM SUNDAY TO EASTER, Rovinj, September 12-16
The exhibition was staged during the 3rd International Folklore Grand-Prix, organized by the International Union of Folklore Groups and Družina, a folklore association from Croatia. Characteristic customs practiced in Croatia during Good Week were presented at the exhibition. It was staged in the tourist resort Villas Rubin, near the town of Rovinj.
Author of the exhibition: Josip Barlek, senior curator

WEDDING FOLK COSTUMES FROM HRVATSKO ZAGORJE
Kumrovec, September 13 – October 13
The museum ‘Staro Selo Kumrovec’ has organized an exhibition of traditional wedding costumes. Wedding folk costumes from the museum were also exhibited at the exhibition.
Author of the exhibition: M.A. Dunja Šarić, curator

FROM EMBROIDERY TO LACE, Lepoglava, September 20 – October 30
During the 6th International Lace Festival in Lepoglava, an exhibition was organized presenting decorative lace on clothes. Several examples of decorative lace from various parts of Croatia were exhibited and they all came from the museum holdings.
Author of the exhibition: Nerina Eckhel, curator

In the famous arena the museum exhibited three museum mangers and a Christmas star and eight mangers owned by Ms Nada Ječmenica from the village of Sveti Križ Začretje, as part of the International Exhibition of Mangers.
Author of the exhibition: Josip Barlek, senior curator

Guest exhibitions, hosted by the Museum

UNINVITED GUESTS, October 17 – November 17
An exhibition of photographs, mostly showing the interior of rural households, covered the region of Northern Croatia, both continental and coastal parts. The photographs documented the appearance of the interior in the moment when a person enters a house.
Authors of the photographs: Dražen Lapić and Petar Strmečki

DOLLS AND FOLK COSTUMES OF INDIA, November 26 – December 10
Indian Embassy in Zagreb organized in the Museum an exhibition of 52 dolls in folk costumes. The costumes presented all the regions of India.
2003

SILVER VOTIVE, February 13 – March 31
200 exhibits were presented at the exhibition and the ethnographic approach was used to present the phenomenon and provide a possible interpretation of specific votive offerings – silver plates. Through artistic form and material content, the explanation was given on the origin of this specific form characteristic for Mediterranean region.
Author of the exhibition: Ivanka Ivkanec, museum advisor

THE STORY OF TEA, April 16 – May 18
As part of the project U slast, organized to mark the International Day of Museums, the Museum organized an exhibition on the phenomena of growing, preparing and drinking tea, with special emphasis on Japan tradition.
Author of the exhibition: M.A. Željka Jelavić, senior curator

CHRISTMAS IN CROATIA – special emphasis on Christmas mangers, December 6, 2003 – February 2, 2004
The exhibition presented the great variety of Croatian Christmas customs. It presented the history of Christmas mangers, the signs and symbols of Christmas. Works of many artists covering the topic of Epiphany were also exhibited as well as works of contemporary artists famous in Croatia and abroad. In total, 80 exhibits were presented which were unknown to the general public and which included church, artistic and traditional items.
Author of the exhibition: Josip Barlek, senior curator

Guest exhibitions and cooperation

FOLK MEDICINE, Pazin, March 14 – June 9
The exhibition presenting 185 exhibits was staged at the Ethnographic Museum of Istria in the town of Pazin.
Author of the exhibition: M.A. Aida Brenko, senior curator; Mirjana Randić, museum advisor

BELL-SHAPED CLOTHING, Zagreb, April 8-18
A segment of museum exhibition was presented at the Fashion Week project, featuring 50 exhibits.

SILVER VOTIVE, Makarska, April 11 – May 6
The same exhibition that was staged in the museum was staged in the Museum of the Town of Makarska.
Author of the exhibition: Ivanka Ivkanec, museum advisor
LACEMAKING IN CROATIA – PAG, LEPoglAVA, HVAR
Ottawa, May 23 – June 24
The exhibition was organized in cooperation with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Croatia and it was staged at the Croatian Embassy in Ottawa. (Canada). It presented three Croatian lace making centers with characteristic examples of lace from each centre. 50 exhibited lace items were presented at the Doors Open festival in Ottawa.
Author of the exhibition concept: Nerina Eckhel, curator

CROATIAN TRADITIONAL CHILDREN’S TOYS AND GINGERBREAD SKILLS,
Voss, June 15 – September 14
The exhibition was staged in the Folkemuseum in the town of Voss, Norway, and it represented the tradition of making toys and gingerbread products in Croatia.
The exhibition was organized in cooperation with the Ministry of Culture and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Croatia. 465 examples of toys were exhibited.
Author of the exhibition: M.A. Iris Biškupić - Bašić, senior curator

BELL-SHAPED CLOTHING – formation and duration in Istria
Pazin, June 24 – October 31
The exhibition was staged in the Ethnographic Museum of Istria in Pazin and it presented the development of the making of bell-shaped clothes on the Istrian peninsula. The exhibits presented originated from the holdings of the ethnographic museum in Istria and our museum.
Author of the exhibition: Dr Jelka Radauš – Ribarić

LACEMAKING IN CROATIA, Marche-en-Famenne, August 14-17
On the International Congress of Lace Experts, Marche-en-Famenne, in Belgium, the Museum presented itself with 60 lace items coming from three Croatian lace making centers.
Authors of the exhibition: Nerina Eckhel, curator; Vesna Zorić, senior curator

CROATIAN TRADITIONAL CHILDREN’S TOYS AND GINGERBREAD SKILLS,
Oygarden, November 15 – December 31
The same exhibition as in the Folkemuseum in the town of Voss, Norway, was staged in the Kystmusee in the town of Oygarden, Norway.
Author of the exhibition: M.A. Iris Biškupić - Bašić, senior curator

LES CRÈCHES DE NOEL EN CROATIE (Christmas mangers in Croatia)
Arles, November 20, 2003 – January 11, 2004
At the International Show of Christmas Mangers in Arles, France, staged in the monastery Cloitre Saint-Trophime, the museum exhibited 62 mangers from all regions of
Croatia. Some of the mangers were from the 17th century. The exhibition was supplemented with the presentation of Christmas atmosphere in the small Croatian village of Sveti Križ Začretje.

Author of the exhibition: Josip Barlek, senior curator

For Christmas 2003, the Museum organized an open-air staging of mangers in actual size in the town of Sutrio, Italy. These mangers have been continuously displayed for the last ten years on Sljeme, the summit of the mountain Medvednica, near Zagreb. The mangers are wooden and are made by a sculptor, Željko Belić, in 1994 and they are the property of the private company Šumarija from Zagreb.

Selection of mangers: Josip Barlek, senior curator

2ND INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION OF MANGERS
At the international exhibition and in organization of the Society for Carving, Marquetry and Restoration of Wood from the village of Solkan, near Nova Gorica (Slovenia), and in the premises of the Franciscan monastery in Sveta Gora, four mangers were exhibited made by the following artists: Milan Uranić, Izidor Žiga Popijača, Samuela Premužić, a nun, and the house mangers owned by the family Mačefat from the village of Erpenj in the region of Hrvatsko Zagorje.

Selection of mangers: Josip Barlek, senior curator

COLLECTION OF DOLLS PERINIĆ, Zagreb, 2003/2004
Based on the selection done by Ivanka Ivkanec, a museum advisor, the exhibition of dolls from the collection of Mr. Lj. Perinić was organized at the Tourist Information Centre on Zrinjevac on four different occasions featuring new exhibits. The exhibits were changed on a three-month basis.

Guest exhibitions hosted by the Museum

LOPIŽAR OF THE ISLAND OF IŽ, January 23 – February 23
The exhibition presented the tradition of the pottery making from the island of Iž, through the story of a pottery maker who started with traditional forms and moved towards more contemporary artistic forms. 50 pottery products were presented at the exhibition.

Author of the exhibition: Predrag Petrović
Associate: Mirjana Randić, museum advisor.

ISTRIA – DIFFERENT VIEWS, April 9 - October 26
This exhibition was staged through the cooperation of different institutions: Austrian Ethnographic Museum from Vienna, Ethnographic Museum of the Castle of Kittsсе
(Gradišće region) and the Ethnographic Museum of Istria from Pazin. It presented historical and cultural influences of Austrian government on Istrian territory as well as the authentic ethnographic heritage of rural Istria, especially from the period after the 2nd World War. The exhibition also provided a contemporary interpretation of Istrian heritage, regarding the authenticity and influences.
Authors of the exhibition: Lidija Nikočević, Nevena Škrbić, Matthias Beitl, Veronika Plockinger, museum curators

ETHNOGRAPHIC HERITAGE OF SLOVAKS FROM THE MUSEUM OF THE TOWN OF ILOK, July 10 – September 10
The exhibition was staged during the International Folklore Festival which was thematically dedicated to national minorities in the Republic of Croatia. The exhibited material included 48 items from the holdings of the Museum of the town of Ilok, and covered household inventory and Slovakian folk costumes.
Authors of the exhibition concept: Nerina Eckhel, curator; M.A. Nadja Maglica, senior curator; Mirjana Randić, museum advisor

VIBRATION OF LIFE, October 23 – November 16
The exhibition of 150 traditional instruments owned by Mr. Krešimir Galin was staged. The exhibition presented the musical instrument according to international classification: according to their type, usage and distribution, as well as occasions when they are played.
Author the exhibition: M.A. Krešimir Galin

2004

GOLD AND SRMA – URBAN FEMALE CLOTHES OF BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA, April 15 – May 18
The exhibition presented 40 items of urban female clothing from Bosnia and Herze-govina with the emphasis on the material and ornaments. The exhibition was staged as part of the museum-educational project Attire organized to mark the International Museum Day.
Author of the exhibition: M.A. Željka Jelavić, senior curator

Guest exhibitions and cooperation

EXHIBITION OF SOUVENIRS, Zagreb, April 14 – May 16
In cooperation with the Zagreb Tourist Office, the exhibition of Croatian souvenirs was staged at the Museum. The exhibition has a competitive character. 530 items coming from different ‘categories of souvenirs’ were exhibited, depending on the
personal taste and inclinations of the souvenir makers: from ethno souvenir, through gastronomic, decorative, cosmetic souvenir, souvenir for everyday use, etc.

Author of the exhibition: Ivanka Ivkanec, museum advisor

**CROATIAN TRADITIONAL CHILDREN’S TOYS AND GINGERBREAD SKILLS, Otawa, June 5 - 20**
The exhibition was organized in cooperation with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Croatia and it was staged at the Croatian Embassy in Ottawa (Canada) as a part of the *Doors Open* festival. It presented the production of children’s toys and gingerbread products in the past and today. 157 items were exhibited.

Author of the exhibition: M.A. Iris Biškupić - Bašić, senior curator

**PAG LACE, Opatija, July 30 – September 15**
The exhibition was organized in cooperation with the *Festival Opatija*, and on the occasion of the 150th anniversary of tourism in Opatija. 80 lace items were exhibited in Villa Angiolina and accompanying information on the history and specificities of Pag lace was also provided.

Authors of the exhibition: Nerina Eckhel, curator; Vesna Zorić, senior curator

**LACEMAKING IN CROATIA, Bucharest, August 29 – September 6**
The exhibition was organized in cooperation with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Croatia and it was staged at the Croatian Embassy in Bucharest, Romania. It presented three Croatian lace making centers with characteristic examples of lace from each centre. 100 lace items were presented at the Festival of Croatian Film.

Author of the exhibition: Nerina Eckhel, curator

**CROATIAN TRADITIONAL CHILDREN’S TOYS AND GINGERBREAD SKILLS, Skopje, September 15 – November 16**
The exhibition was organized in cooperation with the Museum of Macedonia from Skopje, and as a part of the cultural exchange project. It presented the production of children’s toys and gingerbread products in the past and today. 257 items were exhibited.

Author of the exhibition: M.A. Iris Biškupić - Bašić, senior curator

**THE BIRTH OF THE FAMILY**
Ljubljana, November 18, 2004 – February 13, 2005
On the initiative of the members of the Jesuit order, the Museum exhibited three mangers on the International Exhibition of Mangers in Ljubljana: the mangers made by Sister Samuela Premužić, Franjo Kurjan and by Ivan Đurin.

Author of the exhibition: Josip Barlek, senior curator
MALE-FEMALE WORLD OF DOLLS FROM PERINIĆ COLLECTION Zagreb, November 29, 2004 – March 30, 2005
The continuation of the exhibition of dolls at the Tourist Information Centre, presenting 97 new exhibits.
Selection of dolls: Ivanka Ivkanec, museum advisor

CENTO PRESEPI, Rome, November 25, 2004 – January 9, 2005
International Exhibition of Christmas Mangers was traditionally staged in Rome for the 29th time. The Museum exhibited the mangers which were also exhibited at the Salla del Bramante, and these were the mangers done by the famous artists: Forest Mangers by Željko Belić, and the mangers made form shells and chorals by Iva Bačak.
Author of the exhibition: Josip Barlek, senior curator

TAMBURITZA – SYMBOL OF CROATIAN IDENTITY
Ljubljana, December 2, 2004 – November 26, 2005
As part of the Festival of European Ethnographic Museums held at the Slovenian Ethnographic Museum in Ljubljana, the Museum presented through multimedia presentation (film, music, computer animation) and through photographs the tamburitza called kuterovska damgubica (a type of tamburitza from the village of Kutarevo, Lika region) from the end of the 19th century. The material and spiritual significance of this instrument was also emphasized.
Author of the exhibition: M.A. Zvjezdana Antoš, senior curator

TRADITIONAL CHRISTMAS CUSTOMS OF THE BRDOVEC REGION Brdovec, December 13 – 22, 2004
In cooperation with the Museum of Brdovec, the exhibition was staged which presented Christmas customs of the Brdovec region. The exhibition was the result of field research. 45 items were exhibited.
Author of the concept: Josip Barlek, senior curator

CROATIAN TRADITIONAL CHILDREN’S TOYS AND GINGERBREAD SKILLS, Bitola, December 15, 2004 – February 15, 2005
The exhibition was organized in cooperation with the Museum of Macedonia from Skopje and the Institute and the Museum from Bitola, and as a part of the cultural exchange project. It presented the production of children’s toys and gingerbread products in the past and today. 257 items were exhibited.
Author of the exhibition: M.A. Iris Biškupić - Bašić, senior curator

BORGH E PRESEPI, Sutrio, December 19, 2004 – January 31, 2005
In the town of Sutrio (Northern Italy), the Museum exhibited, on several open-air locations, 28 statues originating from wooden mangers. The mangers were made by
Mato Mihinica from the village of Obrazina. For more than ten years, the Museum participated on this international exhibition of mangers.
Selection of mangers: Josip Barlek, senior curator

**Guest exhibitions**

**CHESTS THROUGH CENTURIES, March 9-19**
The exhibition was staged in cooperation with the students from the 11th Gymnasium from Zagreb who, inspired by the historical and cultural significance of wooden chests, made a number of chests on art workshops during their school year. 50 chests in different materials and design techniques were exhibited.
Author of the exhibition: Dijana Nazor, B.A.

**CONTINUITY AND RENOVATION – HVAR ARSENAL AND THEATRE – April 21 – May 5**
The exhibition was staged in cooperation with the Museum of Hvar Heritage and it covered the history of the Arsenal and the Theatre, as well as the problems in their renovation.
Author of the exhibition and collection: Mirjana Kolumbić

**MACEDONIAN RURAL ARCHITECTURE, MACEDONIAN FOLK EMBROIDERY, June 29 – October 15**
The exhibition presented a number of drawings – ink on paper – by the architect Petar Namičev, covering the topics of rural architecture from the 19th and the beginning of the 20th century, as well as the Macedonian embroidery found on female shirts and head-coverings.
Author of the exhibition and collection: Petar Namičev

**LET’S EAT, DRINK AND BE JOLLY, October 10 – 24**
The exhibition presented 150 wall drawings on textile (*zidnjaci*) from the holdings of the Museum of Brodsko Posavlje from the town of Slavonski Brod. Majority of the exhibits originated from Slavonian homes, and were made in the period between 1930-ies and 1960-ies.
Author of the exhibition and collection: Zvonimir Toldi, museum advisor

**CHRISTMAS IN PROVANCE, November 28, 2004 – January 30, 2005**
The exhibition was staged in cooperation with the Association des Amis de Santons (Association of Friends of Christmas Mangers) from the town of Arles in France. 500 items were exhibited, showing the rich tradition of making mangers from the South of France.
Author of the exhibition: Philipe Brochier
2005

TO STAND BY THE CROSS, March 13 – April 13
The exhibition presented objects and concepts related to Easter celebration, including Christian symbols, folk customs and perception of Easter in the works of famous painters and sculptors.
Author of the exhibition: Josip Barlek, senior curator

LJELJE, July 20-24
This exhibition accompanied the International Folklore Festival.
Author of the exhibition: M.A. Zvjezdana Antoš, senior curator

Guest exhibitions and cooperation

MIJO MIHÁLY HORVÁT, - POTTER AND STOVE-MAKER
Čakovec, January 14 – February 27
At the exhibition of pottery products made by M.M. Horvat and staged at the Museum of Međimurje, the Museum exhibited 7 plates from its holdings, a work of M.M. Horvat.
Selection of exhibits: Mirjana Randić, museum advisor

STORY OF WINE, Eisenstadt, January 20 – February 5, 2005
In organization of the Museum and Croatian Cultural and Documentary Centre from Eisenstadt (Gradišće), an exhibition of photographs was staged. The author of the photographs was Nikola Nino Vranić and the photographs presented the topics related to winegrowing. The exhibition was staged at the Gallery 7.
Author of the exhibition: M.A. Ivan Šestan, museum advisor

LACEMAKING IN CROATIA, Brussels, February 1 – June 30
The Museum staged an exhibition at the Museum of Costumes and Lacemaking, on which it presented three Croatian lace making centers, Lepoglava, Pag and Hvar, with characteristic examples of lace from each centre. 70 lace items were exhibited.
Author of the exhibition: Nerina Eckhel, curator

WATER – BLUE GOLD, Zagreb, May 18 – September 25
The exhibition was organized through the cooperation of the Department of Ethnology, University of Bamberg, Fränkische Schweiz Museum from Tüchersfeld and the Ethnographic Museum from Zagreb. The exhibition presented the phenomenon of water as a universal natural resource, and was organized in seven different sections. Besides exhibits from Germany, 200 exhibits from Croatia were also presented.
Authors of the exhibition: Bärbel Kerkhoff-Hader, Rainer Hoffman, M.A. Aida Brenko, senior curator and Mirjana Randić, museum advisor

THE GAME OF ALKA 1715, Zagreb, June 18 – July 17
In cooperation with the Association of Alka Knights, Croatia Restoration Institute from Zagreb, Archeological Museum from Zagreb and the Club of friends of Sinj from Zagreb, an exhibition was staged at the Archeological Museum, presenting the knight game of Alka. The exhibition presented the phenomenon and importance of this festival through historical, cultural and religious aspects.
Authors of the exhibition: Dinka Alaupović Gjeldum, conservator; Bernarda Rundek Franić, conservator; Vinko Štrkalj, conservator; Nerina Eckhel, curator

PAG LACE, Appenzell, June 29 – August 15
The exhibition was staged in the town of Appenzell, Switzerland.
Authors of the exhibition: Nerina Eckhel, curator; Vesna Zorić, senior curator

FOLK MEDICINE, Tüchersfeld, June 30 – August 30
The exhibition was organized through the cooperation of the Department of Ethnology, University of Bamberg, Fränkische Schweiz Museum from Tüchersfeld and the Ethnographic Museum from Zagreb. The exhibition was staged at the Museum in Tüchersfeld, Germany. 40 museum exhibits were presented at this exhibition.
Authors of the exhibition: Bärbel Kerkhoff-Hader, Rainer Hoffman and M.A. Aida Brenko, senior curator and Mirjana Randić, museum advisor

MEDVEŠĆAK BROOK – CITY OF ZAGREB, Zagreb, July 28, 2005 - 2006
At the exhibition dedicated to the Medveščak brook staged at the Museum of the City of Zagreb, the Museum exhibited 17 items, mostly household inventory.
Selection of exhibits: M.A. Zvjezdana Antoš, senior curator

THE GAME OF ALKA 1715, Sinj, August 1 – August 20
The same exhibition of the knight game of alka, which was staged in Zagreb, was staged in the Museum of Cetinska Krajina.
Authors of the exhibition: Dinka Alaupović Gjeldum, conservator; Bernarda Rundek Franić, conservator; Vinko Štrkalj, conservator; Nerina Eckhel, curator

12 NÄCHTE IN EUROPA, Graz, November 7, 2005 – January 20, 2006
At the Christmas exhibition staged at the Volkskunder Museum in Graz, the Museum presented itself with 15 exhibits from the customs collection.
Selection of exhibits: Josip Barlek, senior curator
For this Christmas, the Museum again organized an open-air staging of two mangers in the town of Sutrio, Italy. The mangers were made by Luka Vlašić, from the village of Podravske Sesvete, and Ignac Horvatincic, from the town of Jastrebarsko.
Selection of mangers: Josip Barlek, senior curator

CHRISTMAS EXHIBITION, Zagreb, December 21, 2005 – January 10, 2006
The museum participated with its exhibits on a small Christmas exhibition staged at the premises of the Ministry of the Interior – the beginnings of the Museum of Police. Cardboard mangers, Christmas bread, gingerbread products and photographs, together with some paintings, were presented at this exhibition.
Selection of exhibits: Josip Barlek, senior curator

LACEMAKING IN CROATIA, August 28 – November 5, in Tolmezzo
The Museum staged an exhibition at town of Tolmezzo, on which it presented three Croatian lace making centers, Lepoglava, Pag and Hvar. 65 lace items were exhibited.
Author of the exhibition: Nerina Eckhel, curator

Guest exhibitions

CLOSE THE DOOR, April 16 – May 15
The exhibition was staged as part of the museum-educational project titled Portal, and it presented the history of locks and keys.
Author of the exhibition: Fedor Kritovac

SHE MADE HER EMBROIDERY BY THE RIVER OF BOSNA
October 13 – November 27
The exhibition presented items of traditional clothing and jewelry of Croats from Bosnia and Herzegovina, originating from the Monastery and Spiritual Centre Karmel Sv. Ilije, near the Lake Buško. The exhibition analyzed the way in which coexistence of different cultures and ways of life became visible on jewelry and clothes.
Author of the exhibition: Father Zvonko Martić

RAMA, October 27 – November 27
Together with the exhibition She made her embroidery by the river of Bosna, an exhibition of photographs by Marija Braut was staged at the Museum. The photographs presented landscape around the town of Rama.
REFLECTION OF ETERNITY, October 14 – November 14, 2005
In cooperation with the Centre for Culture and Information Maksimir, an exhibition
of icons made by Father Mihajlo J. Hardi, a parish priest from the village of Metlika,
Slovenia, was staged at the Museum.
Author of the exhibition and collection: Father Mihajlo J. Hardi

JEWELRY BY JULIJANA RODIĆ – OZIMEC, November 12 – December 18
This exhibition of design jewelry presented items made of gold, silver and copper in
combination with precious stones. Many were done in the Art Nouveau style.
Coordinator of the exhibition: M.A. Željka Jelavić, senior curator

At the occasion of the founding of the Association on the Friends of Croatian Christ-
mas Mangers, an exhibition was staged at the Museum presenting mangers and pho-
tographs of mangers made by the members of the association.
Author of the exhibition: Josip Barlek, senior curator

Translated by Tanja Bukovčan